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Dictionary of Philotophy and Prychology. Edited by JAMBS MABK
BALDWIH. Vol. iii., Bibliography of Philotophy, Prycholoqy, and
Cognate- Subject*. Compiled by BENJAHIK BAND, Ph,D., Harvard
University. Part E Bibliographies, Dictionaries, etc'.; History of
Philosophy; Philosophers: their works, and works upon them—
pp. xiv, 642. Part II . Systematic Philosophy; Logic; Esthetics ;
Philosophy of Religion; Ethios; Psychology—pp. vi, 643-1192.
New York and London : Macmillan, 1906.

This valuable dictionary is completed by the issue of the present volume
which aims at furnishing, not an absolutely exhaustive, but a compre-
hensive bibliography of philosophy under the rubrics noted above. The
importance of such a work certainly justifies the great amount of time
which Dr. Band has devoted to it during the last decade ; and he is to
be congratulated on terminating, on the whole successfully, what must
have been a very laborious task. This copious bibliography substantially
increases the value of Dr. Baldwin's dictionary, and Dr. Band may rest
assured that his work will certainly, as he modestly hopes, further re-
search. It has a long career of usefulness in front of it; but perhaps its
greatest service will De to stimulate the production of complementary
works traversing the same ground more minutely and surveying it more
systematically. For, although it is probably inevitable, and even just as
well, that there should be one such work arranged throughout, like the
present, alphabetically, such an arrangement has occasional serious dis-
advantages. It must be admitted that the research student requires
more minute subdivision than the present work affords in some
directions, while the exclusively alphabetical arrangement of the
divisions given breaks up chronological order without furnishing him
with any logical clues. Thus, suppose one desirous to work up the
Philosophy of History turned to this volume: he would discover,
probably to his surprise, that there is no section devoted to the subject,
and we do not envy him the task of collecting his authorities from
alphabetical lists under the heads noted above. Even more surprising
is the absence of a section on Sociology, and one might even have ex-
pected another on Economics. The amount of material has, we are
informed, been apportioned according to the relative importance of
authors and subjects ; but surely we are not to understand tbat the
subjects just named are of no importance ; • or to infer from the pro-
portion of pages that Psychology is twice as important as Ethics, three
times as important as the Philosophy of Religion, or quite five times as
important aa Logic. No doubt the annual issues of the " Psychological
Index" published by the Psychological Review—which since 1902, the
date to which the lists given in this volume extend, has been and will
continue to be published as its supplement—explains why we have an
exhaustive bibliography in one direction, but it does not excuse the
absence of any in others. Perhaps all the information is contained
somewhere, but you certainly have to hunt for it. Where, for example,
does one find Simmel's Philosophie del Oeldet, or discover what Durk-
heim or Tarde may have to say on social questions 1 Then turning to
authors : One could have wished that there had been a section " English
philosophers: their works and works upon them". As it is English
thought is only treated separately under " History of Philosophy," where
it is dismissed in four columns ; and although individual writers are
treated of under " Philosophers: their works, etc.," it is not easy to see
what raises a writer to the dignity of a section of his own. Why is there
not one on Bradley as well as on Sidgwick ? Why is there a lengthy
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Motion on M. Fouillee while Ward only exists as disjecta membra f A
feature of the work U the reference to important critical reviews by
specialista, and the reference to periodical articles. The numerous
references to MIND are given in a way that may prove Tni»lo«iting The
first volume of the New Series is numbered xvii, as consecutive to the
sixteen volumes of the Old Series, disregarding, in a way that haa very
little to recommend it, our own method of numbering our volumes. Thus
Dr. Bosanqnefs article "Hedonism among Idealists," N. EL, xiL, is given
on page 899 as MIND, xxviii. A number of these references have been
tested and found correct, but not all Thus the late Prof. Bitchie's
article, " The One and the Many," is given on page 629 as MOD, xxviii.
This ought, of course, on the system adopted, to be xiiii, as Bitchie's
article was published in 1698, Dr. Bosanquet's in 1908. In spite of such
a slip, however, great care has evidently been taken during the enormous
labour of compilation and verification.

DAVID MOBBISON.

Development and Divine Purpote. By V«RNON F. STOBB. London t
Methuen's, 1906. Pp. xi, 287.

This book forms the first-fruits of the newly endowed lectureship in the
philosophy of religion founded at Cambridge by Dr. Stanton, and those
who observed the great promise of Mr. Store's work as a philosophy
tutor at Oxford and regretted that reasons of health took him away all
too soon, will be delighted to see that he has obtained so congenial an
opportunity of expressing his ideas in the sister university. And Mr.
Store's book will be no disappointment. Although the lectures which
compose it are intentionally popular in form, they contain a singularly
lucid, candid, and in some respects very effective, disoussion of a great
question. This question, perhaps that of the greatest real importance in
philosophy, is as to how far the progressive making of reality which we
call ' Evolution' can be, or must be, interpreted theistically, as the con-
tinuous " self-revelation of a Personal God and the gradual unfolding of
the spiritual meaning of the universe" (p. 286). Mr. Storr does not
venture to affirm that this can as yet be demonstrated, but his discussion
of the relations of evolution, teleology and theology, evincing as it does-
a firm grasp both of the scientific and of the philosophies considerations
which are germane to the problem, is thoroughly up-to-date and will be
found helpful even by those who do not share nis philosophic standpoint.
That standpoint U apparently best described as being that of a ' personal
idealist' pure and simple, and rather disarms criticism by the modesty
of its claims. For example Mr. Storr admits that the belief in teleology
rests on a human attitude rather than on logical proof (p. 267), that the
teleological argument cannot establish the existence of a Creator (p. 198),
but produces only a general impression which constitutes " an almost
irresistible appeal" to human intelligence (p. 128). On the other hand
he is not beguiled into using bad arguments, a failing too common in.
apologetio literature, and he has perceived what Kant and his tranacen-
dentatist followers have curiously failed to see, vis., that there is no
escape from a naturaliatic interpretation of existence, if Hume's criticism
of the volitional conception of Causation ia allowed to stand unchallenged
(pp. 371-874). If Mr. Storr will only give his belief in the validity of the
conception of power the httMrinp it needs from a voluntaristio meta-
phyaio, if he will extend his explanation that ultimate convictions are
attitudes rather than arguments also to those of hia naturalistic op-
ponents, if he will conceive the Divine purpose as not intrinsically
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